In order to achieve the low cost and high performance control of three-phase PWM rectifier, a direct power control (DPC) strategy based on a new-style virtual flux-linkage observer is proposed. The model of three-phase PWM rectifier and the principle of virtual flux-linkage vector control are introduced firstly. Then, in order to avoid the effect of integral initial value and cumulative deviation, three first-order low-pass filters are cascaded to replace the pure integral link; an improved virtual flux-linkage observer of threephase power grid is presented. From the observed virtual flux-linkage, the voltage and instantaneous power of three-phase power grid are online estimated. On this basis, the power grid voltage sensorless direct power control system of three-phase PWM rectifier is designed. Simulation results have shown that, both in the rectifying state and in the inverting state, the power grid side current and the DC side voltage of three-phase PWM rectifier all can be effectively controlled; the high power factor operation of three-phase PWM rectifier is realized.
Introduction
Compared with the conventional uncontrolled rectifier using diodes, adopting three-phase PWM rectifier, the energy can be controlled to freely flow along positive and negative directions [1, 2] . When the PWM rectifier technology is applied to back to back converter, photovoltaic grid connected inverter, power active filter, and so on, the power factor of system can be improved greatly, and the harmonic and reactive pollution to the grid can be effectively reduced [1, 3, 4] . And then, it has a broad application prospects in modern power system and equipment [5] [6] [7] [8] .
With the development of power electronics and control theory, in order to improve the control performance and reduce system cost and harmonics, numerous modern control strategies have been studied and applied in an attempt to the control system of three-phase PWM rectifier [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Hereinto, direct power control (DPC) strategy has become one of the hot research topics in recent years, because of its fast dynamic response, simple structure, and high power factor, and so on [8, 11, 12, 14, [16] [17] [18] . In general station, the control system of PWM rectifier contains more sensors and complex detection device, which not only increases the volume of the system device and improves the system cost, but also reduces the system reliability of three-phase PWM rectifier. The common used sensors in the control system of three-phase PWM rectifier include DC voltage sensor, power grid voltage sensors, and AC current sensors on power grid side. The AC current sensor is used to detect the AC current on power grid side of PWM rectifier and used for the closedloop control of incoming line current; it plays an important role in the over-current protection of PWM rectifier system. The DC voltage sensor is used to detect the level and stability of DC bus voltage and used for the closed-loop control of DC side voltage. The AC current and DC voltage sensors play a crucial role in ensuring the control performance of three-phase PWM rectifier system. Even in the DPC control system of three-phase PWM rectifier, the incoming line AC current and the DC side voltage are also necessary to calculate instantaneous power variables [2, 8, 11, 12, 14, 19] . And then, the two sensors are generally not to be omitted in actual application.
As for the power grid voltage, it can be obtained from online identification [2, 10, 13, 15] . If the power grid voltage 2 Journal of Control Science and Engineering sensor can be saved, the system performance would not be affected by too much; meanwhile the system structure can be more conducive to simplifying, the system costs can be reduced also. The power grid side of three-phase PWM rectifier is similar to the stator structure of common threephase AC motor driven by a three-phase inverter; the power grid can be seen as a virtual AC motor; its virtual fluxlinkage can be used to estimate the power grid voltage of three-phase PWM rectifier. And then, the vector control method based on virtual flux oriented is widely used to the power grid voltage sensorless control scheme of threephase PWM rectifier. But, in the conventional virtual fluxlinkage observer, there exists a pure integral link, and then the estimation process of virtual power grid flux-linkage is inevitably affected by the initial value and the cumulative deviation of the integrator [2, [20] [21] [22] [23] . In order to overcome the deficiencies of pure integrator, a first-order low-pass filter is adopted to replace the pure integrator; the initial value problem of pure integrator can be successfully solved [13] ; however, the problem of amplitude and phase deviation is caused. About the direct power control (DPC) of three-phase PWM rectifier without power grid voltage sensor, preliminary research progress has been made [24, 25] ; however, the integral initial value and cumulative deviation of pure integrator remain to be solved. In order to overcome the influence of integral initial value and cumulative deviation of pure integrator and avoid the amplitude and phase deviation caused by first-order low-pass filter, three first-order lowpass filters are cascaded to replace the pure integrator; an improved virtual flux-linkage observer is proposed in [2] ; but the working principle of virtual flux oriented vector control system is not introduced in detail; moreover, the improved virtual flux-linkage observation method is not combined with the DPC system of three-phase PWM rectifier.
In this paper, based on the existing technology, the characteristic of virtual flux-linkage is further analyzed, and an improved virtual flux-linkage observation scheme is adopted; the observation scheme can effectively avoid the influence of integral initial value and cumulative deviation of pure integrator. Based on the improved virtual flux-linkage observer, the power grid voltage sensorless DPC strategy of a three-phase PWM rectifier is proposed. Simulation results have verified the validity and feasibility of the proposed control strategy.
Power Grid Voltage
Sensorless Control Principle Figure 1 shows the circuit topology of three-phase PWM rectifier. In Figure 1 : , , and are the AC side voltages; , , and are the three-phase power grid voltage, that is, the three-phase EMF of power grid; , , and are the AC side current of three-phase PWM rectifier; dc is the DC side voltage of three-phase PWM rectifier; is the resistance of line reactor; is the inductance of line reactor; is the capacitor on DC side; is the load current.
For the convenience of analysis, assume that the threephase power grid voltage is symmetrical, neglecting the switch delay. Defining as the switching function of three-phase PWM rectifier, if the upper bridge arm is "ON," = 1; if the lower bridge arm is "ON," = 0, where = , , . Then, in three-phase stationary coordinate system, the basic model of three-phase PWM rectifier can be expressed as follows:
(
In (1) represents the power grid phase voltage; represents the AC side current; represents the AC side voltage of PWM rectifier, where = , , , and the following is the same as this.
According to the topology construct of three-phase PWM rectifier, the AC side voltage can be expressed by the DC side voltage and switching functions. The expression of can be derived as follows:
Substituting (2) into (1), the expression of power grid voltage can be derived as follows:
From (3), it can be known that, based on the DC side voltage, AC side current, and the switching status of power electronic device, the power grid voltages , , and can be reconstructed; that is, the power grid voltage can be online observed. This is the theoretical basis of the power grid voltage observation.
Improved Virtual Flux-Linkage Observer
From Figure 1 , it can be seen that the circuit topology of a three-phase PWM rectifier is similar to that of a three-phase AC electric machinery supplied by a three-phase inverter. So the part within the dashed box can be seen as a virtual synchronous AC motor [2, 10] . And then, the power grid voltage can be regarded as the differential quantity of the virtual flux-linkage of virtual AC electric machinery; the phase information of power grid can be obtained from the virtual flux orientation, so that the power grid voltage sensor can be omitted.
In stationary coordinate system, if the resistance of reactor can be omitted, the voltage equation of three-phase PWM rectifier can be expressed as follows:
where , and , , respectively, represent the power grid voltage components and power grid currents components in coordinate system; and are the AC side voltage components of three-phase PWM rectifier in coordinate system.
In coordinate system, according to the DC side voltage and the switching status of three-phase PWM rectifier ( = , , ), the AC side voltage components of three-phase PWM rectifier can be estimated as follows:
Substituting (5) into (4), the estimation expressions of power grid voltage components and can be obtained. But in (4), there exists a differential calculation link of current variable, and it is easy to introduce interference in actual application [9, 15, 16, 19, 23] . Then, Taking integral operation for the both sides of (4), and combining the relationship between flux-linkage and electromotive force, the following equations can be derived:
where and are the virtual flux-linkage components along and coordinate axes.
From the upper model analysis of three-phase PWM rectifier, it can be known that the virtual flux-linkage components and can be obtained according to the AC side voltage and current components; and the required AC side voltage can be calculated online according to the DC side voltage and the switching signals ( = , , ). Figure 2 shows the stable vector diagram of a three-phase PWM rectifier based on virtual flux-linkage orientation. In Figure 2 , the power grid voltage vector is ahead of the virtual flux-linkage /2 radius; is the space position electric angle of virtual flux-linkage. The accurate observation of angle is the core task of virtual flux-linkage observer. From Figure 2 , there are the following equations:
The observation of angle is in fact that of the virtual fluxlinkage components along and coordinate axes. From (6), the power grid virtual flux-linkage components along and coordinate axes can be obtained. But there exists pure integral link in (6) . If the pure integrator is adopted in the observer of power grid virtual flux, its integral initial value and cumulative deviation should be properly considered. In this paper, three first-order inertial link or first-order low-pass filters are cascaded to realize the function of pure integrator [2] . Figure 3 is the principle diagram of the adopted power grid virtual flux-linkage observer.
From the frequency domain characteristics analysis of pure integrator, it is known that, after integration, the amplitude is reduced to the original 1/ , and the phase is lagged /2 radian. To displace the pure integrator, the amplitude and phase characteristics of the adopted cascaded three first-order inertial links should be coincident with the pure integrator. The transfer function of the cascaded three first-order inertial links can be expressed as follows:
To satisfy the amplitude and phase relationship of pure integrator, the following relationship is necessary: From (9), the parameter of cascaded first-order inertial links can be derived as follows:
where is the cutoff frequency of first-order inertial link; is the angular frequency of power grid voltage; its value is 314 rad/s.
When the parameters of the required first-order inertial link are calculated according to (10) , the pure integrator in (6) can be displaced by cascaded three first-order inertial links, and the power grid voltage sensorless control of threephase PWM rectifier can be achieved. Thus, not only the influence of integral initial value and cumulative deviation on the output signal can be overcome, but also the amplitude and phase of output signals have no errors again; the phase difference between the output signal and the input signal always keeps /2 radian.
DPC System Based on Improved
Virtual Flux Observer
Power Grid Voltage Estimation Based on Virtual FluxLinkage.
When the DPC strategy of three-phase PWM rectifier is adopted, the instantaneous power estimation should be made [14, [17] [18] [19] 25] . To simplify the complex coordinate transformation, the instantaneous power of DPC system should always be estimated in stationary coordinate system. According to (6) , the virtual flux-linkage is observed, and then, combining the relationship = / , the estimation of power grid voltage vector can be expressed as follows:
where is virtual power grid flux-linkage vector; is amplitude of .
If the virtual power grid flux-linkage vector is expressed as " = + ," then along coordinate system, the components of power grid voltage vector can be expressed as follows:
Instantaneous Power Estimation Based on Virtual Flux-
Linkage. According to the three-phase instantaneous power theory, there is the following equation:
In (13), * = − , is conjugate vector of the AC side current vector of three-phase PWM rectifier.
According to following definitions of active and reactive powers:
The computational expressions of active and reactive powers can be derived as follows:
For the three-phase power grid voltage is balanced, the variation rate of the flux-linkage amplitude is zero. Then, the calculation expressions of instantaneous active and reactive powers can be simplified as follows:
From (16), it can be seen that, under the conditions of symmetrical power grid and non-power grid voltage sensor, the real time estimation of active power and reactive power can be achieved. 
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Direct Power Control System Based on Virtual Flux-
Linkage. Based on improved virtual flux-linkage observer, Figure 4 presents the structure diagram of power grid voltage sensorless DPC system. In Figure 4 (1) according to (5) and (6), the virtual flux-linage components and are online calculated; then, according to (7) , the phase angle of virtual fluxlinage is derived, which is used for the coordinate transformation of vector control system, so as to ensure that the power grid side current is sinusoidal and ensure the control system of three-phase PWM rectifier has a good dynamic response capability; (2) in the control system of three-phase PWM rectifier, two inner loops of instantaneous active and reactive powers and an outer loop of DC voltage are adopted; the given signal of active power comes from the output of DC voltage regulator; to achieve the unit power factor control of three-phase PWM rectifier, the given signal of reactive power is set to zero; the outputs of power regulators are used as the given signal of AC side voltage of three-phase PWM rectifier; then by voltage space vector pulse-widthmodulation (SVPWM), the AC side currents of threephase PWM rectifier, that is, the output currents of three-phase power grid, are controlled; (3) for the power grid voltage signal can be indirectly calculated from the virtual power grid flux-linkage, then the power grid voltage sensor can be saved, and the control system cost can be effectively improved.
Simulation Verification and Analysis.
According to the control system structure in Figure 4 , the simulation model of DPC system without power grid voltage sensor is established by MATLAB/Simulink. Table 1 gives the main simulation parameters and data. Figures 5, 6 , and 7 present the waveforms of a threephase PWM rectifier working in rectifying state. From the simulation results in Figures 5 and 6 , it can be seen that during the system starting stage, the DC side voltage of three-phase PWM rectifier increases at a constant and rapid speed, and, at 0.03 s, the control system reaches its steady status. The overshoot of DC side voltage is about 23 V; after about 0.03 s, the Phase of phase current on AC side is accordant with that of power grid phase voltage; the DC side voltage keeps at its given value at higher precision. Figure 7 shows the instantaneous active and reactive powers waveforms during the system starting stage. At the start of the system, for the DC voltage has not been established, the reactive power is required to charge the capacitor; after the DC voltage is established, the reactive power is restored to zero. As for the active power, on the start moment, it has an overshoot; when system reaches its steady-state, it stabilizes at a steady value that matches the load. Figure 8 presents the waveform when the PWM rectifier is working in inversing state. Apart from the transient starting stage of control system, the phase of phase current on AC side is always opposite to that of power grid phase voltage.
From the waveforms presented in Figures 6 and 8 , it can be seen that whether in rectifying state or in inversing state, the three-phase PWM rectifier system all can work with a higher power factor. When the given DC voltage signal increases from 400 V to 500 V at a certain speed, Figure 9 presents the response waveforms of three-phase PWM rectifier, including waveform of DC side voltage, waveforms of phase voltage, phase current, and the instantaneous power response curves. From  Figures 9(a) and 9(b) , it can be seen that, along with the DC voltage rising, under the action of the DPC control system, after a short adjustment process, the DC voltage quickly reaches a new steady-state value; whether in steady or dynamic processes, the -phase AC current is always in the same phase with the -phase AC voltage. That is, the threephase PWM rectifier system always runs on unit power factor status. Figure 9 (c) presents the response waveforms of active power and reactive power . From Figure 9 (c), it can be seen that either in steady status or in the changing process of DC voltage, the reactive power can be well controlled in zero. During the rising process of DC voltage, the active power holds a stable higher value to make sure that the DC side voltage rises at a certain speed. After reaching a new steadystate, the active power is maintained in a new steady value that matches the load. Figure 10 gives the polar coordinates of power grid virtual flux-linkage observation waveform when the effective value of power grid phase voltage is set to 110 √ 2 (V).
The simulation results have shown that the DPC system based on new virtual flux-linkage observer can achieve the quasi time optimal control of three-phase PWM rectifier.
Conclusion and Discussions
In order to realize the high performance and low cost control of a three-phase PWM rectifier, based on the improved virtual flux-linkage observer, a power grid voltage sensorless direct power control (DPC) strategy is proposed. In this paper, the topology structure of three-phase PWM rectifier, and the observation principle of power grid voltage based on virtual flux-linkage, are introduced firstly. Aiming at the initial value and the cumulative deviation problems of pure integrator, three first-order low-pass filters in series are adopted to displace the pure integrator in the virtual fluxlinkage observer; an improved virtual flux-linkage observer is constructed. On this basis, the improved power grid voltage estimation method and the DPC algorithm are proposed; the DPC system of three-phase PWM rectifier without power grid voltage sensor is designed. Simulation verification and analyses have been made. The research conclusions can be summarized as follows:
(1) Adopting the proposed DPC strategy based on improved virtual flux-linkage observer, the initial value and the cumulative deviation problems of pure integrator can be avoided. Whether in rectifying state or in inversing state, the three-phase PWM rectifier all can work with a higher power factor. That is, when working in rectifying state, the phase of AC side current is accordant with that of power grid voltage; when working in inversing state, the phase of AC side current is always opposite to that of power grid voltage.
(2) Apart from the transient starting stage, the DC side voltage always maintains and stabilizes at its given value, whether in steady or dynamic processes. And then the DC side voltage has a higher DC voltage stability.
(3) During changing process of DC side voltage, under the action of the proposed power grid voltage sensorless DPC system, after a short adjustment process, the DC side voltage can quickly reach its steady-state value; whether in steady or dynamic processes, the three-phase PWM rectifier system always runs on unit power factor status.
(4) Under the action of the proposed power grid voltage sensorless DPC system, apart from the transient dynamic adjustment process, the reactive power always keeps at zero; and the active power always stabilizes at a steady value that matches the load.
(5) Based on the proposed control strategy, the power grid voltage sensorless DPC system can obtain an excellent dynamic and static control performance. Then the proposed power grid voltage sensorless DPC strategy based on improved virtual flux-linkage is effective and feasible.
Although a higher dynamic and static control performance of a three-phase PWM rectifier system is achieved, the starting time is still up to 0.03 seconds, and the overshoot of DC side voltage is still up to about 23 V. And then, in order to shorten the adjustment time and DC side voltage overshoot during starting stage, how to optimize the algorithms of DC side voltage regulator and instantaneous power regulator is the next important issue to be studied.
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